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NASA Case No. UFb-25302

. ,	 0-	 1ELECTRICAL PMER GENERATING SYSTM

0	
TECHNICAL ABSTRACT '	 I

This invention relates to an alternating current power generation systom
adapted to inject power into an already powtred power line. The principal
application would be for windmill powered generation.

This invention contemplates the employment of an induction motor/
generator 10 as a power generator, and it is connected to a power line 18
through a thyristor circuit, typically a trine 28. A firing angle control 30
triggers the triac at a relativ p)ly late point: in each half cycle power sup-
plied to the A.C. line. This ,enables only a minim-am. amount of power to be
supplied by the line to the induction motor/generator, that necessary for
Onorgization of the field of the motor/generator for its operation as a gvne-
rator. With a drive speed, by propeller 14, to motor/generator 10 (through
appropriate gearing) effective in a ranq3 of approximately 5% in excess of
synchronization sliced (e.g., 1,000 rpm), power wiA.1 be supplied from the
motor/generator through triac 28 to the power line for * a portion of the fo1-
10-.Ang half cycle which varies directly in duration as a function of drive
speed within this range.

%lie novelty of this invention lies in the approciation of the charactori
tic of the thyristor which permits the operation described wherein the motor/
gene) ator and line are connected only for that portion of the A.C. cyQ10-
beneficial to operation. The invention appears to be a very si(plificant one
in that it enables a standard induction motor to be employed as a VJrulmill
generator with substantially improved efficiencies in perhaps mo!;t i l, : 'Lilla-
tions, that is, installations where the wind is of a variable velocity. Fur-
ther, the Invention enables power generation for this type generator at a
lower wind velocity than previously.

It is believed that this invention will produce a dramatic savings in
equipment costs b^ virtue of a switch from the more costly direct current
g000rator/inverter combination now typically employed.
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ELECTRICAL POWER GXNZRATING SYSTEM

Orin of the Invention

The invention described herein was made by an employee of the United

States Government and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government

	

5	 of LI)c united States for governmental purposes without the payment of any

royalties there, yn or thOrOo..Dr.

Technical Field
This invention relates to electrical power generation, and particular-

ly to an auxiliary generating system for coupling an induction motor typo

	

10	 generator to an A,C, power line for adding power to that line.

Background Art
In the past few yearo f there has been a considerable effort to develop

now sources of electrical power. Included has been the development of sys-
t(.ms primarily designed for providing power to a single enterprise, for

	

15	 example, a household, with any excess generated power being fed back to a
power line of a public utility providing a prLmary source of power for that
household. Frequently, the auxiliary or local power generating unit is In
the form of a windmill, and there are times when little or insufficient
power is available from it alone, Thus ., ns a matter of convenience, in or,

	

20	 der to preserve a continuous interconnection of power to on-site electrical
devices to be pawrereai the windmill and public utility power lines are con-
nected together.

Windmill generators have typically been of the direct current type,
and thus in order to achieve compatibility with public power lines, which

	25	 are of, alternating current powerr, the output of such a generator must be
converted to alternating current power. This is accomplished by switching
means operating synchronously with the frequency, typically 60 cycles, of
the power line. In addition to effecting frequency compatibility, there
must be both voltage amplitude and phase compatibility between the gene,

	

30	 rated output and the power line voltage. All in all, such a coupling sys-

tem is necessaxilyccmplex and costly.
As an alternate to the direct currer:t generator t induction motor/

generator units are sometimesusO.with windmill generating systems.
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W1414 i*ho induction motor/generator his. not seen great use as a gonerator

In the past, it is perhaps the most widens used ty i e of motor, and thus is

widely. availab3 a and at a reasonable cost.

The power inpO to an induction motor 'is given by tlta product of the
	5
	

applied voltage, the current f and the cosine of the phast` angle between the

voltage And current (E I Cosine a). in a heavily loaded inotor, the current

will tend to be in phase with the voltage. Men unloaded, the current will

typically lag the voltage 70 0 to 80°. If an external force tends to drive

the shaft higher than synchronous ,speed,' the phase lag will continue to in-

	

10
	 crease. When the force is sufficient to cause the phase lag to be 90 11 , the

power input to the motor is zero since cosine 90 0 - 0. At Oils point, the

mochanical energy applied to the shaft is exactly equal to the magnetizing

losses, and there is no net energy being returned to the A.C. buss. As the

driving farce continues to ,?rfrreasej the phase angle becomes greater than

	

is	 90t. Vie 4o3ina of angles greater than 90 0 is negative, indicating neaa-

tive power flow. The motor is now, generating and returning energy to the
A.C. Buss, rfarther increase in driving force causes the phase lack to ap-

proach 180 0 as the full generating capacity of the machine is reached..
Significantly, the induction gonerat.or requires no sync°lixoni7ation or

	20	 volta5e regulation circuitry to couple its output to a power line. It in-

berently functions as a generator when it is driven abov_- its synchroniza-

tion speed, A speed equal to the frequency of the power line divided by

the number of pairs of pokes that it contains, typically the speed being

1,800 rpm in the' case of a 4-pole device. It, lt%e a direct c=.%nt gene-

	

25	 rator,, is typically connected to :a mower line when its spee4 is,, sufficient
for the production of power which, in the case of the induction motor/

generator, is at sync Speed. Beyond this speed, and in. the range of ap-

. proximatel ,fir five percent of the sync speed, this type device provides in-
creasing power output to a power Line, this increase occurring as the

	

30	 phase lag ofcurrent with respect to voltage increases above 90 10 , an angle

which persists at the sync speed. 	 '

Despite the obvious advantages of the induction motor/generator over

a D.C. generator as described, the former hos one significant disadvantage.

It must draw field excitation power from the power line that is connected
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to it. This excitation current is drawn during a portion of each half

cycle of the A.C. line voltage when current and voltage are oZ the same

.
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polaritf#,. wbich, in the came of a lightly driven generator. is only Mlitjhtly

loss than one-half of each half cycle. Thus t in such case # It can only

function as a generator during the remaining slightly more than one-half of

each half-cycla l and thus its net output as a generator is essentially

	

5	 slight, At bighor spoods, the ratio of power 4rawn to power delivered Im,"

proves.

It to 
the ob3eot of this Invention to erroctively reJuce 

the 
portion

of each half cycle whore Current is drawn by the generator # and thus Sub-

stAntially improve its efficiency, )^articulnrly at low velocity drive

	

10	 levels which, in the caso of windmill operation, may por-Ast for a sub-

StAntial portion of the time of Operation.

Disclonure of the ;invention

In accordance with this invention j an induction motor/genorator $.s

moobanically driven and electrically coupled to an A. C, power line through

3.5 a thyristor or thyristoyry operated to retard -the time of intorcon-,teotion

to a relatively late point in each half cycle of the A,C, line voltage,

wboreby the energizing r^own_ mil,plied by the line to the ulotror/gen orator

may be decreased, and tberel:a the i ►et power delivered to the I.Lta may be

increased. Typically, a triac would be employ ad as the thyriator. Alter-

	

20	 nately, two SCR devices connected in antiparallel may be employed instcqd,

Brief noscription of the Rr —aw t 9—S
Fig. I is a schematic illustration of an embodiment of the invention.

Fig, 2 is a graphical p;msentation of characteristics of operation

of the Invention.

	

25	 Best Made For Carr Ing out the invention
Referring to the drawings, an A.C. induction motor/generator 10 is

mechanically driven through shaft 12 by a propeller 14 of a windmill 16,

in this illustration, a 115-volt (or other voltage) A. C, power line 18 16
coupled to terminals 20 and 22 and thence to the circuit 6C this invention.

	

30	 Thus, terminal 20 is connected to one torminal 24 of generator 10 0 and a

second power terminal 22 is connected through triac 28 to terminal 26 of
generator 10, connection being via conventional tria-c power'terminals virl.

and MT2. The firing angle for triac 20 is set by a cr. ►nventional firing
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angle Cb11lrol 30, which is connected to j)OWOr line 18 and millpl.i od as trig"

ger voltage to the gate terminal 32 of triac 28.

As at feature of this invention, triac 28 is conrrolled to be turned

"on" at a nolQetod points a relatively I-Ato pvInt, 
In 

each half cycle of

	

5	 the A.C. voltage cyvle as r1upplied by line Is, Irypically, this Vollavo is

at npproximately 150" into each h;Qlf cycle. From this pointp and uritil the

18)0 point whin ih ,-A line - voltage 1waasos through z(-ro l the power lin, , , ac-

tmally suplilies an cnorqi7ing fitld ourront to gonvrAtor 10 to enab%a im-
mediately rollowing oporation ats a gotivrator tbiring a portion of tb« next

	

10	 half cycle. Tbo turn "on" 1,oint is szot no later than needed-to etf-ect g ,ena-

rator op(wation foz the pai:tieular qeoorator used, Thvis t power drain by
the gonerator is minimized.

Mout significant in the prosent in 'rention is the applicant l o utiliza-

tion of the obaract-vristic of the triac to turn "orLf" an,AX after current

	

15	 (jot's through roro following a turi,,, "on" of be tr'Lac as aloscrilto.4., S,4'9^

nifivantlyo this .zero O 'T' Os'sing by the current occurs when the generator
cos es to dolivoz pouer to the line artor Which paint the genvrator would

const.ima pow or. Thus, there is ac-bivvod an automatic 01)tAl""M control of

the period or coupling 1,otwoon the line and gonorator,

	

20	 The operation described will be butt r ►ppreointod by referionce to

the waveforms shown in Fig. 2 illustrative of the employment of induotion

motor/generator 10 
with 

and without the present invention. Waveforms At

which will be first examined # Are illustrative of windmill bperation for
a relatively low wind velocity and for the conventional case where triac

25 28 Is omitted and generator 10 and power line IS are directly connected,

Curve el is representative of line voltage of A.C. power line 10. *Curve

i
1 

is illustrative of current flow between tin A.C. power line and an

induction motor/generator.

Waveform B of Fig, 2 illustrates, comparativoly, the electrica;I opts" 

	

30	 ration of the .system constrticted in accordance with the present invention

As illustrated by the circuit of Fig. 1, and wherein operation is for a

like (low) wind condition to that clepict-od by waveforms A.. In the appli-
cant v s system # triac, 28 is keyed "on" at Approximately the 150 10 point t 

I
in each half wave voltage cycle of power line 18 as described. above.

	

35	 Voltage curve e2 is illustrative of the voltage present on generator 10.
Current curve 12 is illustrative of current flow concurrent with volta5e#
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both, to' inating at point t Z during each balg cycle.
significantly, it is to be noted with respect; to wavefoxans A and 8

that when current and voltage are of a like polarity, power ^s being exot
.	 tracted frovi the line by a generator to energize Its fi.eldl and when corK

5	 ront and volt ago are of an unlike polarity, the generator functions to fur-%
sai.tah powa;r, back to the 11ne3,

To v.%Imitie first the operation of the conventional case, and with s:ef-

-' r lone>e to °waveforms n; it is to be not,erl that power is supplied by a power
line to an induction Motor/generator from time point t3 to time point t4r

10	 and power supplied by the gemrator to the power line from time point t4
to time point t5# By examination of the curves dewing the two intervals,
It Is to be appreciated that there would occur only a slightly greater naaq-
n rude of lower flow (current Bowes voltage) from the y generator to the Line

than from the lime to the generator. Thus, there is Little not power sup-

l	 pla cd to the line.

In conirast, by tree tnpl,oyment of the applicant's system, with the
same wind velocity, the brewer supplied the line by the generator exceeds
the power consumod, by a greater margi n. This is illustrated in waveform
B by comparing the co-mbination of voltage and curxvnt curves e2 and 121

20	 regpoctai,vely, for the Power consumption interval from time point t  to
time point t0 and the :power generation interval from time point t0 to time

point t2.

Waveform C illustrates by voltage curve e 3 and current waveform i 3 .
operation of the system shoran in Fig. 1 for a relatively high wind velocity

25	 condition. Here, as will be. noted, the energization period for the wind -
mill is the same as shown in waveforms B ` from time point t  to time point
to, but the power generation portion from to to the and of the current half
cycle t2 is significantly expanded.

The applicu t has not Attempted to detail requirements for driving an

30	 induction motor/generator at a range just above its synchronization speed,

as such arrangements may vary substantially. It is to be understood, how-

ever, that depending upon the optimum operating speed of the drive ele-

ment, e.g., propeller 14, there would be appropriate gearing between the

drive element and the shaft of the induction anotor/generator.
35	 The present invention has its principal effect -in improving efficiency

when thr generator is driven, in the lower portion°of its speed range, as

,3
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in thb Case of windmill operation depictad in waveforms B. It enables -a
lcrder threshold of windmill speed for power generation, and in its lower

velocity range of operation, it enables a greater electrical output.

Considering now that in many installations environmiental winds are less

5	 than r.+aximum most of the time, it is to be appreciated that the present
invention provides a valuable contribution to the art.
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8MOTIRICAL POWLR G^.IINRATING SYSU

Abstract
A POWOr OCOOrating system for adjustably coupling an induction motoro

as a generator, to an Ai C. power Mie wherein the motor And power line are
5	 connected through a triac, The trino is regulated to normally turn "on"

at a relatively late point in each hall cycle of its operation, whereby at
less than operating speed, and thus when the induction motor functions as
a motor rather than as A generator, powni consumption from the line is sub-
stantially reduced.
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